










On the Characteristics of Introducing New Referring
Objects in Japanese Map Task Dialogue
































??????????????????????????? (Anderson et al. 1991)????











???????????????????????????????? (Sacks and Schegloff
1979, Clark and Wilkers-Gibbs 1986, ???? 2008)?????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
(2) No ?? ?? - ?? ??????
1 G 23.536 - 27.900 ?? {0.7}????????? {0.8}????????
2 F 26.848 - 27.008 ???






















































(3) 1 F 373.586 - 375.413 ??????????????????
2 F 375.413 - 376.571 ???????????
3 G 376.166 - 376.512 ????
(??????:j1n1)
(4) 1 G 434.394 - 435.857 ????????????????






(5) 1 G 479.216 - 480.800 ???????????






(6) 1 F 441.299 - 441.829 ???










(7) 1 F 558.304 - 559.664 ? ????????
2 G 559.680 - 560.208 ?????





(8) 1 G 331.488 - 333.232 ???????????????
2 F 333.120 - 333.296 ???








(9) 1 F 435.460 - 437.912 ???????????????????
2 F 437.912 - 440.192 ??? ?????????
3 G 439.919 - 440.619 ??????



























?? (?? %) ?? (??%) ?? (??%)
???? 29 (46.0) 13 (21.7) 485 (60.2)
???? 12 (19.0) 32 (53.3) 135 (16.7)
???? 16 (25.4) 5 (8.3) 109 (13.5)
??? 3 (4.8) 0 (0) 48 (6.0)
???? 0 (0) 0 (0) 18 (2.2)
?? 1 (1.6) 8 (13.3) 0 (0)
??? 2 (3.2) 2 (3.3) 5 (0.6)
??? 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (0.7)
















?????????? R? lme4 ????? (Bates et al. 2015) ????????????






?? (?? %) ?? (??%) p?
???? 414 (71.9) 71 (30.9) < .001
???? 42 (7.3) 93 (40.4) < .001
???? 78 (13.5) 31 (13.5) .917
??? 29 (5.0) 19 (8.3) .114
???? 9 (1.6) 9 (3.9) .054
?? 0 (0) 0 (0) -
??? 3 (0.5) 2 (0.9) .573
??? 1 (0.2) 5 (2.2) -


















?? (?? %) ?? (??%) p?
???? 424 (61.5) 61 (52.1) .033
???? 119 (17.3) 16 (13.7) .347
???? 76 (11.0) 33 (28.2) < .001
??? 46 (6.7) 2 (1.7) .045
???? 15 (2.2) 3 (2.5) .739
?? 0 (0) 0 (0) -
??? 4 (0.6) 1 (0.8) .601
??? 5 (0.7) 1 (0.8) -










?? (?? %) ?? (??%) p?
???? 229 (46.7) 256 (81.0) < .001
???? 96 (19.6) 39 (12.3) .003
???? 101 (20.6) 8 (2.5) < .001
??? 45 (9.2) 3 (0.9) < .001
???? 10 (2.0) 8 (2.5) .244
?? 0 (0) 0 (0) -
??? 4 (0.8) 1 (0.3) .175
??? 5 (1.0) 1 (0.3) -




Giver? Follower????????????????? (? 2)????????????
????????????????????????????Follower??????????
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